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Abstract: The implementation of the relevant management system makes the road-parking behavior
standardized, while increasing the difficulty of temporary parking of operational vehicles such as
taxis. Therefore, in order to improve the relevant management measures and promote the sustainable
development of the taxi industry, it is necessary to survey the demand for taxi parking and study the
layout of taxi stops. To process the GPS data of the taxis, and to extract the loading and unloading
positions of the passengers from the spatial trajectory data, big data analysis technology is used.
Compared with the data obtained using traditional survey means, the spatial trajectory data reflects
the situation of the whole system, which can make the analysis more accurate. K-means cluster
analysis was used to determine community demand. Finally, the immune optimization model was
used to determine the optimal taxi stand location. The problem of taxi stand location at the level of
urban network from two dimensions of quantity and spatial distribution is solved in this paper. The
location of 10 taxi stands can not only meet the parking needs of regional taxis, but also reasonably
allocate urban resources and promote sustainable development. This study also has a certain reference
value for relevant management departments.

Keywords: spatial trajectory data; K-means cluster analysis; immune optimization model; rational
layout of taxi stop

1. Introduction

Taxis are convenient for residents to travel, but also increase the burden of road
traffic [1]. In recent years, a number of management measures have been implemented to
alleviate traffic congestion caused by taxis and other operating vehicles randomly parking
on the side of the road to load and unload passengers. The implementation of management
measures has alleviated the urban congestion caused by road parking to some extent, but
also increased the difficulty of taxi operation. The taxi station can provide a relatively fixed
parking space to reduce the impact of taxi stops on dynamic traffic [2]. Taking the parking
needs of taxis into account, it is particularly important to set up taxi stations to make the
temporary parking behavior within the road legal and compliant, which is very important
to promote the sustainable development of the taxi industry.

If the number of temporary stops is too small, it is difficult to cover the parking demand.
In contrast, if the layout is too dense, it will prompt frequent parking behavior, which is
bound to form obstacles to the rear car, resulting in short-term traffic congestion, affecting
the efficiency of traffic flow while increasing energy consumption. Moreover, the excessive
layout of temporary stops is also a waste of resources. The excessive placement of taxi
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stations is also a waste of resources and goes against the concept of sustainable development
of the city. The rational layout of taxi stations is closely related to the utilization of urban
resources, energy consumption and the development of the urban taxi industry.

Jin Lei [3] pointed out that the main reason for the unreasonable design of the station
and the low usage rate is that the taxi running rules around the station are ignored. There-
fore, this study is different from the previous ones, which use simulation technology and
take traffic efficiency as the main optimization objective to study taxi station scale, size
and the platform type. This study uses taxi GPS data to find the spatial distribution of
parking demand from the level of urban road network, and then studies the reasonable
layout of the stations. The purpose of this paper is to meet the demand for taxi stops, and
to promote the rational allocation of urban resources and sustainable development of the
city. It attempts to answer two questions: (1) What is a reasonable number of taxi stations?
(2) How to design a reasonable taxi station layout?

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A literature review of the relevant work
on the layout of taxi stands is present in Section 2. Section 3 presents the data used in this
study. The methods and the model used in this paper are described in Sections 4 and 5.
Section 6 analyzes the results and discusses the findings. The final section summarizes the
contributions and implications of this study.

2. Literature Review

In recent years, GPS track data has been widely used in urban traffic research. McGowan [4]
pointed out in his research that GPS data has better accuracy and reliability than traditional
survey data. Sample information extracted from a large amount of GPS data is an objective
reflection of the subject of the sample, and the results of data analysis also have a certain
universality [5]. Taxi GPS data is also widely used in the analysis of travel behavior analysis [6–8].
In addition to the study of travel behavior, taxi GPS data is also very important for spatial
location analysis and location research. Using cluster analysis to study taxi operation data,
Lee et al. [9] calculated areas with large taxi-travel demand, provided operation suggestions for
taxis, and reduced the empty driving rate of taxis. Ocalir et al. [10] used GIS to analyze spatial
data and studied the location of taxi stands. Dun Cao [11] predicted the demand of taxis using
taxi trajectory data. The use of spatial trajectory data makes the acquisition of relevant research
information more convenient. Scholars can quickly lock areas with a large demand for taxi
parking according to GPS data.

It is obviously unreasonable to design taxi stops in places with high demand using
only GPS data. In order to explore the rationality of the layout of taxi station, many
scholars combined spatial trajectory data and applied basic theories, such as operations
research, to study the optimization of taxi station location. Cooper [12] discussed the
relationship between taxi operation and management mode, passenger travel demand and
taxi stop, providing the optimal location of taxi station layout in the planning case from the
theoretical level. According to the travel characteristics of airport taxis, Neufville et al. [13]
designed the site selection of the stopping station with the minimum average waiting time
as the goal by combining the phenomenon of passenger arrival and taxi queuing. Jin [3]
made a targeted analysis of the taxi GPS data and obtained the taxi travel hot spots in
different periods using NDE (nuclear density estimation method). He found the spatial
rules of passenger travel demand and provided support for the study on the location of taxi
stations. Wang [14] used taxi GPS track data to extract multi-class taxi stops and analyze
taxi travel characteristics. Taking Chunxi Road Business District in Chengdu as an example,
Wang [15] proposed a bi-level optimization model that minimizes construction cost and
maximizes public satisfaction using a genetic algorithm and a bi-level optimization model,
studying the site selection model of taxi stations in urban hot spots. Based on a genetic
algorithm and queuing theory, Tian [16] proposed a research method to establish taxi
stations in urban hot spots. Tong [17] mined the hot spots in the morning and evening
peaks based on taxi track data, urban road network and POI information to provide a
reference for station planning. Ye et al. [18] introduced fractal theory when studying the
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layout of taxi service station to evaluate the coordination between the layout of a taxi service
station and urban spatial form, which made up for the lack of quantitative analysis in the
previous study. On the basis of studying taxi station marking lines and affiliated facilities in
Beijing and referring to successful experience in China and foreign countries, Ma et al. [19]
proposed optimization suggestions for taxi stand setting standards, but they just discussed
the form of taxi station. Niu [20] discussed the number and location of city taxi stations
and established a model for the layout of taxi stations. Wu et al. [21] studied the operation
efficiency of taxi stands and abstracted three typical taxi management modes for taxi pick-
up and drop-off points. Considering the relationship between travel demand and land
use, potential factors, taxi operation characteristics and other factors, Ye [22] established
a land use-based taxi stand scale prediction model. However, the determination of many
parameters in the model was obviously influenced by subjective factors, leading to more
errors in the prediction results. According to different road conditions and corresponding
traffic conditions, Zhang et al. [23] carried out a detailed analysis of the location and type
of taxi stand.

The existing research focuses on the rational distribution of stops in local areas of cities,
such as business districts and large transportation hubs. At the level of the urban transporta-
tion network, the analysis of reasonable location of taxi stations is less pronounced. In the
study of site selection, GIS and other conventional geographic information systems become
one of the main methods [24–26]. With the advent of the era of big data, extracting effective
information from massive data is an important part of research. Wang Jin has made use
of 5G to obtain a large amount of traffic network data and has conducted research [27].
K-means cluster analysis, genetic algorithm and other big data analysis methods are also
gradually being used in the study of urban traffic problems [28–30]. In future research, it is
necessary to make full use of big data to process data for rapid analysis, making up for the
deficiency of traditional analysis methods.

This paper studies the spatial distribution of taxi stations at the city level. It is expected
to complement the existing research. This research also combines big data analysis tech-
nology and methods to study issues, breaking through the traditional transportation field
using GIS and other processing technologies, which can enrich relevant research methods
and promote the cross-integration of disciplines. The immune optimization model was
used for iterative calculations to obtain the optimal number of taxi stations. The location
of the stations was accurately determined in combination with the demand distribution
obtained using cluster analysis. Solving the layout of taxi stations in terms of both quality
and spatial distribution is of great significance for the sustainable development of the taxi
industry and the rational allocation of urban resources.

3. Data Preparation
3.1. Original Data

In this paper, Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province, is the main re-
search object. Taxi GPS data in the study area is loaded into vector maps to analyze the
travel trajectory of taxi vehicles and understand the spatial and temporal distribution of
parking demand.

The GPS data were collected from the GPS-loaded taxis in 2020. The taxis reported
real-time information, such as equipment status, operating status, geographic location,
instantaneous speed and operational azimuth, at regular intervals. The original data were
stored in the form of PDE’s oracle backup data. In order to facilitate data analysis and
processing, the original data were converted into a csv format that Excel can read for
statistical analysis.

This study analyzed the GPS positioning data of thousands of taxis to understand the
running status of taxis in morning and evening peak hours. The volume of spatial data of
switchboard reached hundreds of millions of pieces. Table 1 lists the types of information
in spatial trajectory data.
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Table 1. The types of information in spatial trajectory data.

Number Field Information

1 MESSAGE_ID
2 VEHICLE_ID
3 LONGI
4 LATI
5 SPEED
6 DIRECTION
7 STATE
8 CARSTATE
9 SPEED_TIME
10 DB_TIME

3.2. Data Processing

In accordance with the data requirements of the modelling, effective information
should be extracted from the initial spatial data, such as the status of taxi operations and
the spatial distribution of parking demand. The status of the rental car passenger was
assessed by the “state” in the GPS data. While “1” indicates that the passenger is being
transported, “0” indicates that the passenger is not transported. The change indicates that
passengers are getting on and off. Figure 1 shows the main data-processing process. The
main data-processing methods are SQL structured query statements and Java programming.
The pick-up and drop-off location information is collected for K-means cluster analysis.
The data-processing procedure is shown in Figure 1.
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After analyzing and processing the data, the route taken by taxis in the study area
during the morning and evening peaks can be plotted, as shown in Figures 2 and 3.
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4. Methodology
4.1. Research Framework

Based on huge taxi spatial trajectory data, this study uses SQL, JAVA and other
data-processing technologies to judge the unloading state and passenger-load state of
taxis in the morning and evening peak periods, and calculates the information of taxi
disembarkation location. The K-means cluster analysis algorithm was used for iterative
calculations to establish the demand cell. The immune optimization model was used to
calculate the location, number and scale of docking stations in order to rationalize the
layout of taxi stations, so as to give full play to the role of the stops to the maximum extent.
The framework of the research is shown in Figure 4.
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The main techniques used in the research process are K-means cluster analysis and the
immune optimization model. The basic introduction of the model is in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

4.2. K-means Cluster Analysis

The K-means clustering analysis algorithm was independently proposed by Steinways,
Lloyd, Ball and Hall, and McQueen in different scientific research fields in the 1950s and
1960s [31]. Although it has been proposed for more than 50 years, it is still one of the
most widely used partitioning algorithms [32]. While it does not guarantee accuracy, its
simplicity and speed are very attractive in practice [33]. It can meet the need of fast locking
demand center well in this study.

K-means clustering analysis principle. A set of dimension data points X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn},
including xi ∈ Rd, is clustered into their recent center distance vector k data, and the objective
function value decreased.

J = ∑n
i−1 min

j∈{1,2,...,k}
‖ xi − pj ‖

2, (1)

Determining the clustering center is helpful to reduce the objective function value, because:

∑m
i−1 ‖ yi −ω ‖2 ≤∑m

i−1 (‖ yi − y ‖2 + ‖ y−ω ‖2), (2)

where the necessary and sufficient conditions for the equality to be true are:

ω = y =
1
m ∑m

i−1 yi, (3)

K-means steps of cluster analysis. K-means clustering analysis algorithm is an iterative
process, and the ultimate goal is to make all cases in the clustering domain reach the number
of clustering. The square of the heart distance and J are the smallest steps [34].

Step 1. Randomly select K values as the initial clustering center cj, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k in
the dataset {xn}N

n−1;
Step 2. Calculate the Euclidean distance between each sample point xi and each cluster

center cj in the dataset, and obtain the category number:

label(i) = argmin‖ xi − cj ‖2, i = 1, 2, . . . , N; j = 1, 2, . . . , k, (4)

Step 3. Recalculate the clustering center:

cj =
∑s:label(s)−j xs

Nj
, j = 1, 2, . . . , k, (5)

Step 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3, until the maximum number of iterations stops.
The data-processing process using K-means cluster analysis is shown in Figure 5.

4.3. Immune Optimization Model

Immune optimization model is a type of intelligent search algorithm inspired by the
biological immune system, which has the function of generating and monitoring. The
immune optimization model is optimized using a genetic algorithm as the calculation
template and referring to the operating rules of biological immune system [35,36]. In
contrast, the algorithm has a good biometric recognition process and memory function
of global search ability [37]. The main calculation process of the algorithm is shown in
Figure 6.
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5. Model
5.1. Model Hypothesis

(1) The size of the taxi stop is large enough to meet the demand point within the range of
service radiation;

(2) A demand point can only be served by a taxi station;
(3) The cost of the demand point to the taxi stop is not considered.

5.2. Establishment of Immune Optimization Model

Based on the above hypotheses, in the case where the upper limit of the set distance is
satisfied, the taxi stop is found at N demand points and serves other peripheral demand
points. The objective function is that the sum of the demand and distance values of each
demand point to the stop is the smallest:

minF = ∑i∈N ∑j∈Mi
ωidijzij, (6)

s.t. ∑j∈Mi
Zij = 1, i ∈ N, (7)

Zij ≤ hj, i ∈ N, j ∈ M, (8)

∑j∈Mi
hj = P, (9)

Zij, hj ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ N, j ∈ M, (10)

dij ≤ s (11)

where N = {1, 2, . . . , n} is a collection of points for all requirements; Mi is the set of the
selected taxi stations with the distance to demand point i less than s, i ∈ N, Mi ∈ N; ωi
is the demand for the demand point; dij is the distance from the demand point i to the
closest stop; Zij is a variable of 0 to 1, indicating the distribution of service demand between
passengers and taxi stations. When it is 1, the demand of the demand point j is provided
by the stop j; otherwise Zij = 0; hj is a variable from 0 to 1. When it is 1, point j is selected
as the stop; s is the upper limit of the distance between the new stop and the demand
point. Equation (6) guarantees that each demand point can only be served by one stop;
Equation (7) ensures that the demand for the demand point can only be set as the point
supply of the stop; Equation (8) specifies that the number of the selected taxi stations is
P; Equation (9) indicates that variables Zij and hj are 0 to 1; Equation (10) ensures that the
demand point is within the service range of the taxi stop.

5.3. Diversity Evaluation of Solutions

Affinity between antigen and antibody. Affinity between an antigen and an antibody
indicates the recognition degree of an antibody to an antigen. Affinity function AV is built
for the taxi stop location according to the model.

AV =
1

FV
=

1

∑i∈N ∑j∈Mj
widijZij −C ∑i∈N min

{(
∑j∈Mj

Zij

)
− 1, 0

} , (12)

In this equation, FV is objective function. The second term in the denominator in-
dicates the penalty when the distance constraint is violated, and C is a relatively large
positive number.

Affinity between antibodies. The affinity between antibodies indicates the degree of
similarity, which can be calculated using the R-bit continuous method proposed by Forrest et al.

Sv,s =
kv,s

L
, (13)
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where kv,s is the same number of bits in antibodies v and s; L is length of antibodies.
Antibody concentration.

Cv =
1
N ∑j∈N Sv,s, (14)

where N is the amount of antibodies; Sv,sf(x) =
{

1, Sv,s > T
0, else

, and T is a preset threshold

value. The size of T is selected to be appropriate, and its size is directly linked to the
diversity of the solution and the speed of convergence [29], which is 0.5 in this study.

Expected reproductive probability. Expected reproductive probability of an individ-
ual is determined by the affinity between antigen and antibody AV and the antibody
concentration CV.

P = a
AV

∑ AV
+ (1− a)

CV

∑ CV
, (15)

where a is a constant. The higher the individual fitness, the larger the expected repro-
ductive probability. The greater the individual concentration, the lower the expected
reproductive probability [30]. The strategy of elite retention not only promotes individuals
with higher fitness, but also inhibits individuals with high concentration, thus ensuring
individual diversity.

5.4. Immune Optimization Algorithm Steps

Step 1. Problem analysis. The characteristics of the problem and its solution are
analyzed, and the appropriate expression of the solution is designed.

Step 2. The initial antibody is produced. N antibodies are randomly generated and m
antibodies are extracted from the memory to form an initial population, where M is the
number of individuals in the memory bank.

Step 3. The diversity of antibodies is evaluated. An individual’s evaluation in this
algorithm is based on the expected reproductive rate P.

Step 4. Form a parent group. The initial group is sorted in descending order of P in
step 3, and the first N is taken as the parent group; the first M is placed in the memory.

Step 5. Whether the constraint is met is determined, and the satisfaction ends; other-
wise, proceed to the next step.

Step 6. The emergence of new groups. Based on the results of step 4, the antibody
population is selected, crossed, and mutated to obtain a new population. The memory
individuals are taken out from the memory to form a new generation group.

Step 7. Go to step 3.

6. Results and Discussions

Taking the running track data of taxi in Xiaoshan District of Hangzhou in the morning
rush hour as an example, the reasonable layout of taxi stations is analyzed. Firstly, using
SQL query statement, taking the period 7:30–8:30 as search conditions, the GPS data of the
coarse car in the morning peak period is separated. Then, using the JAVA programming
statement, extract the longitude and latitude information of taxi passenger pick-up and
drop-off location. A total of 79,132 pieces of initial data were obtained. For the convenience
of research, the expression of location spatial data in the original data is retained, and the
spatial information is described by latitude and longitude.

After obtaining the spatial data of taxi passengers’ getting on and off, K-means clus-
tering analysis method is used to conduct data analysis on the spatial data, so as to form
a parking demand district, which is convenient to conduct reasonable site selection and set
up taxi stations according to the demand distribution in the later stage in order to make
effective use of resources and give full play to the maximum value of resources.

When performing cluster analysis, the initial cluster number was specified as 31. The
initial clustering results are shown in Table 2, and the corresponding ANOVA error analysis
was shown in Table 3.
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Table 2. Initial results of K-means cluster analysis.

Cluster Number X Coordinate Y Coordinate Number of Cases

Cluster1 45.735567 126.617563 109
Cluster2 45.722267 126.749294 1136
Cluster3 45.775759 126.644101 71
Cluster4 45.700163 126.682353 8626
Cluster5 45.807995 126.508760 14,230
Cluster6 45.750653 126.652751 33
Cluster7 45.666722 126.620524 6947
Cluster8 45.755758 126.600253 89
Cluster9 45.771114 126.723770 298
Cluster10 45.732270 126.676528 5790
Cluster11 45.754204 126.689511 42
Cluster12 45.736150 126.583343 300
Cluster13 45.706975 126.608791 399
Cluster14 45.697553 126.511130 108
Cluster15 45.792579 126.558732 2257
Cluster16 45.809120 126.552661 3199
Cluster17 45.686791 126.571223 1291
Cluster18 45.729576 126.708130 2661
Cluster19 45.719218 126.646741 2301
Cluster20 45.780387 126.773726 7747
Cluster21 45.695857 126.635327 1088
Cluster22 45.806274 126.534933 12,670
Cluster23 45.718191 126.553696 58
Cluster24 45.762618 126.624562 3448
Cluster25 45.783897 126.697617 23
Cluster26 45.678034 126.730958 69
Cluster27 45.781727 126.675688 56
Cluster28 45.822569 126.642233 237
Cluster29 45.835221 126.750379 32
Cluster30 45.823221 126.730379 2972
Cluster31 45.863331 126.760311 979

Table 3. ANOVA error analysis.

Cluster Error
F Sig.

Mean-Square df Mean-Square df

longitude 12.216 30 0 79,101 130,252.272 0
latitude 6.949 30 0 79,101 64,722.995 0

The error analysis shows that sign is 0 and less than 0.05, indicating that for the null
hypothesis in which each group has the same mean value, the null hypothesis is rejected at
the significance level of 0.05. The two groups are not equal and differ significantly, and the
classification is valid.

According to the result of clustering analysis, it can be learned that 31 parking de-
mand districts can be divided into 31 clustering centers according to the spatial data of
disembarking and disembarking locations. The 31 clustering centers are possible sites
for arranging taxi stations. Considering the reasonable allocation of urban resources and
the service radius of taxi stations, taxi stations are set in all 31 clustering centers, which
will result in an overlapping service scope and waste of resources. In addition, too many
stops will induce a frequent parking behavior of taxis, leading to urban traffic block and
further aggravating energy consumption of urban traffic, which is contrary to the concept
of sustainable development. Therefore, it is necessary to further screen and analyze the
clustering center and optimize the site selection, so as to promote the reasonable allocation
of urban resources and maximize the utilization of resources.
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Based on the results of cluster analysis, the immune optimization model was used
to further optimize the location of taxi station. The algorithm was programmed using
MATLAB. After many experiments, the parameters of the immune optimization algorithm
were finally determined: population size is 25, the memory library capacity is 10, the
number of iterations is 100, the crossover probability is 0.5, the mutation probability is 0.4,
the diversity evaluation parameter is 0.95, the number of taxi stations is 10.

After a computer experiment, 31 clusters obtained from K-means clustering analysis
were screened to 10. The changes of average fitness and optimal fitness of the population
after 100 iterations are shown in Figure 7.
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The experimental results are shown below. Table 4 lists the longitude and latitude
coordinates of 10 taxi stations and the demand for parking around them.

Table 4. K-means cluster analysis results.

Cluster Number X Coordinate Y Coordinate Number of Cases

Stop 1 45.780387 126.773726 7747
Stop 2 45.729576 126.708130 2661
Stop 3 45.700163 126.682353 8626
Stop 4 45.732270 126.676528 5790
Stop 5 45.762618 126.624562 3450
Stop 6 45.666722 126.620524 6947
Stop 7 45.686791 126.571223 1291
Stop 8 45.806274 126.534933 12,670
Stop 9 45.807995 126.508760 14,230
Stop 10 45.823221 126.773726 2972

Figure 8 clearly shows the spatial distribution of the 10 taxi stations and demand
generation points.

From Table 4, we can clearly see the spatial location information of the final taxi station
selection and the parking demand around the corresponding station. By comparing the
final layout and location of taxi stations with the initial results of cluster analysis, it can
be found that, based on the cluster analysis, the immune optimization model selects the
location with relatively large parking demand as the taxi station location.

From the perspective of spatial distribution, the layout scheme optimized using the
immune model can not only give priority to the areas with large parking demand for urban
taxis, but also essentially cover the taxi-parking demand within the study area completely
through the diffusion of taxi stations’ own service capacity. The scheme can realize the
rationalization of spatial layout. In terms of the number of layout, compared with the
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initial value of 31, the layout of 10 taxi stations within the study area can greatly save
urban resources and give full play to the maximum benefit of taxi stations, avoiding the
phenomenon of idle stations. Therefore, it is reasonable to set 10 taxi stations within the
study area.
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7. Conclusions and Implications
7.1. Conclusions

Reasonable arrangement of taxi stations is one of the important measures to maintain
the sustainable development of the taxi industry. A reasonable station layout can promote
the efficient allocation of urban resources and avoid resource waste. Therefore, based on
the huge urban taxi GPS positioning data and vector map, this paper discusses the spatial
distribution of urban taxi-parking demand and puts forward suggestions on the layout of
taxi stations. The main conclusions of this study are as follows.

(1) After K-means cluster analysis and repeated iterative calculation of immune opti-
mization model, the spatial data of parking demand distribution was analyzed, and
10 cluster center nodes were finally determined as site selection. The most capable
stations can cover nearly 13,000 taxi stops around the area.

(2) Ten taxi stations directly cover 83% of the area’s parking demands. The rest of the
parking needs are relatively sporadic and can be borrowed from nearby stations.

(3) Passengers are one of the main factors affecting site selection. In the process of research
calculation, it can be found that the spatial distribution of the location of passengers
differs. In addition, the service capacity of the taxi station has a certain degree of
influence on the rationality of the layout.

(4) The demand of clustering centers varies greatly within a certain range. Taxi stations
should be placed in places with the greatest demand, and then radiated to clustering
areas with small surrounding distances. Only in this way can taxi stations play
a maximum role and reduce the waste of land resources caused by excessive planning,
which is consistent with the concept of sustainable urban development.

7.2. Implications

The results of the analysis of taxi GPS data during the morning rush hour in Xiaoshan
District of Hangzhou also further confirmed that the method is actually effective, and the
research results provided some enlightenment for the government management and taxi
operation departments.
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(1) First, the city should pay attention to the reasonable parking demand of taxis and other
operating vehicles when conducting on-road parking management, so as to avoid the
related management system impeding the healthy development of the industry.

(2) Moreover, the rapid rise of the online car-hailing industry has put forward higher
requirements for the rationalization of the layout of urban taxi stations. In future
research, it is necessary to include the demand of online car booking into the research
scope so that the research is closer to the reality.

(3) In addition, taxi operation data can be fully utilized when calculating the layout data
and location of the station in order to make the calculation more accurate and promote
the effective utilization of urban resources. The collaboration between urban operating
enterprises and management will enhance the sustainability of urban development.

(4) Last but not least, the research results can be combined with the application program
in the terminal to better guide the spatial distribution of taxi stops. While improving
the service efficiency, it can also integrate the situation of the road network, give full
play to the utility of resources, reduce the impact on road network traffic, and promote
the green development of urban transportation.
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